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FARALLON INTERNSHIP REPORT

The Toxicology program and SMOCS courses at Western introduced me to environmental
consulting. Environmental consulting at its core addresses environmental issues to restrict and or
reduce environmental impact. To further enhance my education and obtain real-world experience,
it was my goal to find an environmental consulting internship this summer. As a result, I was
fortunate to spend ten weeks working for Farallon Consulting.

Farallon
Farallon Consulting is an environmental consulting firm founded in 1998. It is a company
that values culture, growth, and their Farallon way. With locations in Washington, Oregon, and
California, they predominately work on small - to large-scale remedial investigations and cleanups.
The Issaquah Washington office which I worked out of focuses primarily on projects in the Puget
Sound and Central Washington areas. Their work includes the use of a variety of site investigation
and cleanup technologies. Farallon has a mission to make a long-lasting difference for both its
clients and the environment. They embrace their “Farallon way” through the quality of work
performed and the style in which it is executed.

The Internship
I was hired to work as Farallon’s 2022 summer environmental intern. Over the ten weeks,
I gained valuable insight into the environmental consulting world and was able to apply my
academic understanding of the science in the field. Most of my time at Farallon was spent working
with field staff. – Geologists, Environmental Scientists, and Engineers. Before site visits, I was
able to review project documents to understand the nature of the site and its known or potential
contamination. In the field, my role as an intern was to assist the field staff throughout their site
visit.
In some fields, like environmental consulting billable hours are tracked. These are hours
that Farallon would directly bill to the client instead of taking on as a company cost. Based on the
ratio of billable hours to overhead costs, a utilization rate can be calculated. At Farallon, most
seasoned field staff are expected to have a utilization rate of eighty-five percent. Luckily for field
staff, most hours in the field are billable. As an intern, it was expected that I have a utilization rate
of zero, in other words, work zero billable hours. I took it as my challenge to have a utilization rate
above zero in my time there.
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Learning Objectives
The main objective of this internship was to provide exposure to many facets of the
environmental consulting business. Including but not limited to…
-

-

Stormwater management and sampling as well as litigation support projects.
OSHA HAZWOPER training, medical surveillance, health and safety training, in-house
training for quality standards in fieldwork procedures, and site investigation cleanup
projects.
To obtain an understanding of Washington State cleanup regulations and other pertinent
state and federal regulations.
Learn field data collection procedures.
Assist in conducting historic and regulatory research, data management support,
compilation, and interpretation.

Activities
Field Report
During each site visit, field staff are required to log field activity on an official Farallon
Field Report document. The first thing field staff do besides donning PPE when on site is begin
the field report. This is critical to ensure that all parties are informed of on-site activities as well
as to protect Farallon and the client during any potential legal proceedings. These forms are also
used for reference by field staff visiting the site to understand what has happened in the past and
what to expect. For example, field reports
are great to reference when well sampling
to understand the characteristics of each
well and possible problems.
This is an example of one of the
Field Reports I completed during a site
visit. This form was sent to the project
manager and saved in the project folder
for future reference.
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Groundwater Sampling
Groundwater sampling is very common at Farallon and in turn something that I was able
to experience frequently. Farallon commonly practices two types of groundwater sampling, this is
with a peristaltic pump or a bladder pump. Both types of pumps are positive displacement pumps
which are placed below the water table inside a monitoring well. Though both pumps function
differently, each successfully draws water from the well for sampling. At each site, the chemicals
sampled for vary.
The YSI is a piece of equipment that is used alongside each of the pumps. It is a water
quality monitoring meter. When used, water passes through the YSI cell before discarding into a
bucket. As the water passes through the cell, the YSI continually monitors for temperature, pH,
specific conductance, oxidation-reduction potential, and dissolved oxygen. Every three minutes
starting when water begins discharging, these parameters are recorded on one of Farallon’s formal
groundwater sampling documents until the readings show that the well has stabilized.
The peristaltic pump works via a rotary motion. This motion draws water from the well by
peristalsis, hence the name. Peristaltic pumps are typically used for collecting water samples
twenty-five feet BGS and above. The bladder pump works using hydrostatic pressure to draw water
from the well. Bladder pumps can be used in significantly deeper wells but require a more
complicated setup.
GWS Example
Many of the groundwater sampling locations I found myself at were dry cleaning sites.
There, contaminates such as perchloroethylene (PCE) and trichloroethylene (TCE) are frequently
tested for due to the known toxicity of chemicals used in dry cleaning activities. In one particular
case, monitoring wells could be found within the dry-cleaning building and in the surrounding
parking lot. Wells were present throughout the parking lot to determine how the contamination
may be spreading. Samples are taken by field staff and sent to the lab for processing. The results
are then received by Farallon, and further action needed for the project is determined.
Drilling
Three common types of drilling are performed at Farallon. These are sonic, direct push,
and hollow stem auger all of which I was able to observe during this internship. During drilling
projects, it is required that field staff complete a log of boring. A log of boring is used to record
the lithology of the soil, the sample intervals, and other specific details pertaining to the drilling
technique. Frequently, used along with the log of boring is the ASTM soil classification system –
used when determining soil classification.
Below is an example of the ASTM system and a simple log of boring I completed during
a site visit. The log of boring is then turned digitized via logplot.
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with any of the three techniques, it is Farallon’s standard to remove the first five feet of
soil using a vac truck to ensure that possible water lines or electrical cables are not disrupted. If
they are encountered the well or boring is moved to the nearest possible position. During some
projects, the location of the well may have exact coordinates. More frequently, the general location
is noted, and at the discretion of the field staff, the location is finalized.
Direct Push (DP) is the style of drilling I had the most time with during this internship.
Direct push is an efficient drilling method in Washington because much of the subsurface is
compatible with the drilling technique. To develop a standard well or boring, a piece of tubing two
inches in diameter is placed inside the DP machine and used to collect samples at five-foot
intervals. Just as it sounds, a track-mounted DP machine uses force to push directly into the ground.
This produces a limited amount of waste while still providing enough soil for sampling.
Though there are standard procedures when drilling, each project goes differently.
Sometimes, the drills break down and you’re left at a standstill. Drilling projects require speed,
accuracy, and sometimes patience. I worked on projects that went smoothly and finished on time
but also experienced dysfunctional drills and vac trucks. Though not operating the equipment, it
is the responsibility of field staff to ensure that the drilling occurs in the right spot and that the
correct steps are taken.
DP Example
I visited a site that was at one point and landfill and then a gas station. It is extremely
fascinating to visit an unassuming site with such a strong history of contamination. At this site, we
were testing for the presence of petroleum products. Some sample cores brought to us had a strong
petroleum like odor you had to be cautious of, five feet above, there was no indication of the
presence of petroleum. It was one of my favorite sites to visit because of the easily observed
difference in possible contamination throughout the site.
Below is a photo I took of a core taken via DP at approximately fifteen feet.
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Overall
Overall, I enjoyed spending time at Farallon this summer. Having the ability to observe
different projects, types of sampling and remediation techniques allowed me to learn more about
environmental consulting. Real-world application to my studies is extremely important to me and
I am very glad to have succeeded in achieving that this summer.
In SMOCS one and two I learned the basics of Washington state regulations and
proceedings when it comes to environmental regulations. Having access to Farallon’s
documentation was a great way to connect my experiences in class to my experience at Farallon.

Activity Sheet
In my intern activity sheet, you can see that I received 23 billable hours and had a utilization
rate of 8%. Given that the expectation was zero, I am happy to have received those hours.
Throughout the internship, in detail, I tracked the equipment I was using, the skills learned, and
details regarding each site. See below.
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